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Once Arthur and Yonas were gone, Yuri asked hesitantly," Dad, are you going to ask Mister Wolf for the Sun Pill? Isn't that a little

rude?"

Like Angus, Yuri figured out that Leon likely had other use for the Sun Pill if he did not put them up for sale.

"I know, but I have to try for the future of the Thompsons," Angus said with resignation, feeling troubled.

After all that Leon did for his family, he did not know how to begin to ask for such a thing.

"That's right! Roanne, you work in the Elegante Group and see Leon all the time! Why don't you ask him about the Sun Pill the

next time you see him?" Angus's eyes lit up and he turned to look at Roanne hopefully.

If he asked for the Sun Pill and Leon turned him down, their relationship would become highly awkward. However, Roanne was a

similar age as Leon and worked alongside Leon, so the two were far closer.

Even if Leon rejected Roanne's request in the end, it would not affect their friendship so it would be more appropriate for Roanne

to ask for the Sun Pill.

"Okay," Roanne nodded innocently, before remembering something, "Dad, I can ask Leon about the Sun Pill, but I have a

request."

"What is it?" Angus asked in confusion.

"I want to move in with Leon. Is that okay?" She asked in anticipation.

"What?!" Her request stunned Angus, "Roanne, what are you talking about? Mister Wolf is a man, so how can you move in with

him? It's so inappropriate!" He rejected her in displeasure.

"Yeah! Roanne, Mister Wolf's living with Miss Young and it's inappropriate for you to disrupt their lives like that!" Yuri said.

Iris was Loen's girlfriend and Yuri knew that the two lived together, so he could not understand why Roanne would want to get in

between them. It was an extremely inappropriate and rude move to make.

"Dad, Yuri, it's not what you think! Cynthia, Snow, and Ruth all live in Leon's mansion! It's not that big a deal for me to join them!"

Roanne said stubbornly.

"I see!"

Yuri and Angus were less confused when they learned that there were others in Leon's mansion, and since they did not know

about the relationship between Leon and Cynthia, they did not see anything wrong with the arrangement.

On top of that, it was Leon's private matter and they did not pay much mind to it.
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